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Fixed Mindset Growth Mindset

• Intelligence can be 

developed

• Embraces challenge

• Persists despite obstacles

• Sees effort as a path to 

mastery

• Learns from criticism

• Inspired by others’ 

success

• Intelligence is static

• Avoids challenge

• Gives up due to obstacles

• Sees effort as fruitless

• Ignores useful feedback

• Threatened by others’ 

success
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What?



Our motto is 'in pursuit of excellence' and this acknowledges 
that we are all, at all times, 'work-in-progress', striving for 
continuous improvement.

At WGSG we encourage our students to be reflective and 
embrace challenges, to learn from mistakes and develop the 
resilience to seek continual improvement. 

This growth approach can lead to a happy and fulfiling school 
life and a willingness to accept change. It nurtures learners who 
value critique, support each other and feel empowered to drive 
their own learning. 

What better way is there to simultaneously help prepare our 
girls to prosper in an ever changing world?



How?

• Bluesky thinking

• Vision and priorities
Senior team

• Working parties

• Student voice

• Department development planning

Staff and 
students

• Wilmington Mindset Coordinator

• Learning for Life Coordinator

Internal 
appointments

March 
2015

Sept 
2015



Rebrand with consistency 
across all platforms











Year 1 
Formative 

Assessment

ELE

WG6Big Picture

Department 
moderation

Coaching

QA process

Reconstructed lesson/work 
scrutiny criteria

Data responsive Subject 
reviews

Greater emphasis on 
accountability at middle 

leader level

Cross-curricular 
collaboration and coaching





1. 

Wi question

2-4 

Wi investigate

5. Wi plan6. Wi assess

7. Wi reflect

Wilmington Mindset (Wi – Mind) lessons for Year 7 

is…? was…? did…? will…? can…? would…? might…?
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Formative assessment notation

WWW - what went well

EBI - Even Better if

GPS - Green Pen Statement

Reports include

Current grade

Aspirational grade

Learning Mindset Positive Inconsistent Negative

1. To reflect
2. To self-assess
3. To peer-assess
4. To redraft
5. To make changes
6. GPS

1. SSAT EFA Formative 
Assessment (2yr)



Consistency





Learning for Life (7-11)
Focus days

Rebranding PSHE
Aim - Build character

Bring your own device  
(BYOD)



Supporting independent learning and differentiation



Prestructural Unistructural Multistructural Relational Extended Abstract

Seeking clarification Getting started Adding Cause Commenting

I’m not sure why… My first discovery is… Furthermore This is due to The main point

It’s confusing because… We found that… In addition This is because The most influential feature

This is not clear due to… Did you know that…. Moreover Causes of this are The least important

Where should I begin to… Amazingly… Also Previous to this The most significant

What should I start… It’s a sad fact that… Another factor is Prior to that In my opinion

Where do I need to look for.. I was surprised to find that… Combining Leading up to this In my judgement

How do I get help to… One of the most… Together these… Effect Concluding

I think this might mean… To begin with… In total As a result In conclusion

I could do this differently by... A key thing I have learnt is… In general Because of this To summarise this

Maybe if I begin to… I was shocked to learn that… Altogether Consequently Considering all the evidence

I suppose I could… My investigation showed me.. Mostly Due to this Anomalies/exceptions

Should I try to… I need to start by saying… The majority Contrast Just occasionally

Perhaps if I… One thing I will remember is… Collectively On the other hand An exception to this is

I am not sure but… An incredible fact is that… Evidence In contrast Paradoxically

This is shown by Alternatively Forecasting/predicting

An example of this is Whereas If this trend continues then

Supporting data for this Similarly This may well result in

Statistical evidence is Similarly As a consequence of this

This is backed up by In the same way We can expect that

This is corroborated by This can also be seen The impact likely to be

We know this because Sequencing Hypothesising

This is supported by Firstly, secondly, thirdly On reflection I believe

My research showed that The next stage This leads me to propose

Following on The implication of this 

Extend and connect your 
understanding through these 

stages of thinking









WGSG Ofsted targets following the inspection in November 2015





Year 2 
Formative 

Assessment

(Coaching)

Teaching and 
Learning 
Modules

Department 
Development

Big Picture

Department 
moderation

Success in Middle Leadership

Raising achievement

Skilful questioning

Meta-cognition

Developing a Growth Mindset

Behaviour Management

Mini sessions (single session)

• Time management

• Enterprise/entrepreneurialism 
planning

• Creativity planning (Artsmark)

• Effective SEN techniques

• Intervention techniques WG6

• Digital learning (BYOD)

• Developing literacy

• Developing numeracy

• Resource/technique/idea 
exchange

• SOLO taxonomy
• Blooms taxonomy

• Effective lesson/poppin 
observations

• Revision techniques

• Using powerpoint

• Using Excel
• Using 4 matrix

• Using Data to inform planning
• Teaching boys
• Teaching girls



2016-17

• Extend the Wi Mindset lessons to Year 8
• Add Enterprise and entrepreneur lessons 

for years 7 & 8

• Launch the new vertical house system 
• (tree names chosen by students (growth))
• MAT established
• Teaching School Alliance



Learning development resources

Preparation

• Time management
• Effective mind-mapping
• Understanding 

command words 
• Note taking techniques
• Effective research 
• Critical reading 
• Effective independent 

Study 
• Healthy lifestyle 

Production

• Constructing sentences 
• Constructing paragraphs 
• Writing essays 
• Extended writing 
• Constructing a report 
• Critical writing 
• Delivering an effective 

presentation 
• Incorporating use of 

number into written 
work 

• How to edit video

Reflection

• Critical reflection 
• Revision planning
• Revision techniques
• Referencing and 

bibliographies 
• Critical reflection 
• Setting effective targets

Progression

• Career pathways
• Options at GCSE and A 

Level
• Constructing a personal 

statement (UCAS) 



Criteria for 
Learning

High level 
success criteria

Literacy

Numeracy

IT

Engage

Connect the 
learning

New 
Knowledge

Question the 
learning

Act

Discover 
meaning

Demonstrate 
understanding

Challenge the 
thinking

Reflect

Review the 
learning

Assess the 
learning

Critique the 
learning

Independent 
study

Formative feedback
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